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By Frank

SING STANDARD
PARTS an&Stock
materials
that are available
almost
!
anywhere, you can build this m&al-workmg lathe with only a few tools. Because
of si!nplif ication of’the assembly in order
to make the unit easy for anyone t o build,
the lathe as pictured and detailed cannot
be rated as a me&ion
tool. It is simply
:,,! designed to do-practical work witk lin 6~6
.,Y sonable limits.
As detailed, the
& ,Ja+he swings 4% in. over the bed
:R ~’and takes 10 in. between centers.
$.:-‘!:S@nd&
pipe and fittings are used
r ?%b3 form a frame on which the
?~~:$;a&.,ck,
t&b&
and bed are
y&&j.
~:~~~~.
~~T& first step is t., assemble the
:‘iri%e
and fittings. Do this before

& &t&we of standard pipe there are
~?f&i&wahle
variations
and some
,$c&mges
in dimens&&
of lathe

Stock

Parfs

Beatfy
tees two floor flanges and one pipe plug
(opiional) for closing the tee at the headstock end of the assembly. Screw the parts
tightly together and then mount on. a ha:dwnen tm2
wood base as izn -.Fig. 5.
- Later
countershaft, motor and motor mount are
added to then assembly, a second piece is
attached to the first, IIJaking an L-shaped
base as pictured in Figs. 1 and 2.

Also at the outset it should be noted that
the spindle-thread
characteristics
are not
given.
The reason for this is that chucks
are available
to fit spindles threaded
Y-24,
&-20 and ‘i-i%
You can use a 1% or %-in.
spindle
and have it threaded
to take any
one of these chucks.
The original
lathe
spindle was threaded
‘h-20 and is suitable
only for light work.
A solid spindle is, of
course, mu&
simp!er
and less expensive
to make 01: have made than is a hollow spindle with a No. 0 or No. 1 Morse taper. For
turning
work between
centers
the solid
spindle
requires
a special
60-deg. center
with a drixzmg pin, Fig. 5. This center and
the spindle can be made in a machine shop
at a very nominal cost.
The headstock-spin&
bearings,
Fig. 5,
are held on the pipe tee by means of U-bolts
and a saddle block of hardwood.
One face
of the saddle is shaped to the contour
of

the tee; ‘the other is faced with a ?&-in. stee! :,
~’
plate on which the pads of the pillow blocks
i
,~ j
rest. The purpose of the steel plate is to,
make it easier to align the bearin.g sleeves
,~ .i
when the assembly is bolted in pl;!~se. Cuts
the saddle about l/s in. thicker
(about 211, ,
in.) than indicated.
Thcr. assen,ble
the
$
parts temporarily.
Next, build up the tailstock.
assembling
: 2
from parts as indicated
in Fig. 5. Then as- ~‘.,~
semble the bed on the pipe frame.
Slide
the t&stock
onto the bed and check the
alignment
of the centers,
both vertically
_, 3
and horizontally.
Any misalignment
can
be corrected
by reducing
the height. of the
5
saddle and by tapping
the bed lightly
to
I
shift it on the frame. Once the centers are
;
aligned,
tiihten
the parts permanently
in
\
place.
The tool post, tool-post
slide and the
actuating
SCRW are shown in an exploded
I
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plete detail its Figs. 7,
8and9.Intbisassembly the tool is moved
in either direction by
turning
the handwheel at the end of
the lathe bed. The ac-

’

.
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be m”unted.by
having a small block “fi”,~,‘:.‘~ “,~ ‘4
:$
steel T-slotted
at a local machine shop a;;<
drilled
and tapped for the guide r”& a.;,;~,,
”
the screw. This assembly would, of c”wsI~~ ::,,:~, .I$
allow more latitude
in adjustment
“f Q‘G ~.:~
cutting
tool.
In the ori.@nal lathe the carriage consikY~
’
of two steel plates stacked, and an apron
; “;
built up from three steel plates and a hati.
wood spacer, thr latter also serving as a
housing
for the split-nut
assembly.
Fig%
5, 7, 8 and 9 show quite clearly
how the’,. i,
pxts
are assembled.
Fig. 9, the secti”M
1~ f
view, shows the relationship
of the pstg
>
when the carriage is fully assembled. Note,
in Fig. 5 that the lrad-screw-bearing
plates
are attached
to the pipe tees with screws,
the latter being turned
into holes drilled
and tapped into the pipe-tee flanges. These
,i holes should not be drilled and tapped until : Y!:,’
the carriage
is fully
assembled
with the .’ ‘-;$
lead SCI‘EW in position.
Only then can the
bearing
plates be accurately
located.
L
Care must be tal-?n to fit the carriage to ~:
the flat bed so that it moves along the fuI1 --c:%
length of the bed without
side play at any ,:‘;.I
point. It is best temporarily
to fit the parts _‘~-.::.,
tightly,
then free them by polishing
the ~( ~4
edges and top of the bed with fine abrasive .z,:$
or with an oilstone.
The same procedure
.:~‘~3
should * e carried
out when fitting
the
~~:~;
parts of he tool-post
assembly,
Fig. 7, and
the tailstock.
Fig. 3. Hand fitting and hand
stoning of the sliding parts give a smooth
slow motion essential
to the performance
of the lathe and to accurate
work.
It is
especially
important
that the tool post
move throughout
its entire travel without
any tendency
to rock on the supporting
plate. Ii should move on the slides (rods)
with a slight amount of friction and should
’
seat firmly on the supporting
plate.
The countershaft.
Figs. 1, 2 and 6, is de’
tailed in Fig. 5. It can be builtfrom
any
parts at hand. or available.
that will serve
the purpose.
Although
the original
coun’
tershalt was mounted in ba!l-bearing
hangers, sleeve-bearing
hangers
will do quite
as well. Standard
shaft hangers having a ,~ 1
range of adjustment
sufficient to give clear1
ante for the countershaft
and drive pulley
will eliminate
the necessity
of blocking
up
~., j:
the hangee-s as detailed.
Adjustable
hangL
ers can be bolted directly
to the base. Con:~I ;
struction
time also can be saved by per.I~; !
chasing ~the cradle
motor
mount
rather
~:;i t
thanmaking
it up as detailed.
Or, if de- $.,
sired, you can simply
Lolt the motor di- ?’ 4
rectly
to the hardwood
base and rely on Q
“_ 1
the slotted motor base tp provide
adjustment for tensioning
the belt.
Pulleys
uf .LC j
the diameters
given will give ample speed ?a 3
range for turning
nearly
all metals.
Use ~/‘::
* * * i’,;;
a motor of 1750 r.p.m.
:,,!;s
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A.D,USTlNC mAME. Burnerr bore separr,te gas v&e5
ior delicate flcme odjvrtment.
Single r&e
con,,& Dir supply. Sheet-metor box rontoining dry rod on which the molding “ark is set. is plod
near bnoce

Twin-burner.
gas-fired furnace. fed by air blast
of vacuum cleaner, smelts up to IO-lb. charges
of metals having melting points below 2000 deg. F.
By E. R. Haan

Nat.
make the cylindrical
inner form
of shwt metal. This is 7 in. in diameter
for a ran of IIVJ to 12 in. in diameter
so
the lil:!.,.g will not be less than 2*/4 in.
thick. The inner form is 8 in. in diameter
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tRlP cmibfesecurelywhenremoving
it from
bnace

far pouring mdten meto, in molding “ark

\\-itb a i’:,:-in
drill to a depth of ’ L in. To
do this ?ou mount the fitting
at a true
perpendicular
in a drill vise and do the
drilling
on a drillpwss.
This assures getiing
the inner pipe nipple located centrally.
Tap tbr e,,li,l.ged
portion
of the hole
\vith a ‘s-in.
pipe tap to :ake a nipple
\vhirh should extend to I, in. inside of the
end of the burner
when it is assanbled.
The nipple has four No. 45 holes drilled
equidistantly
through
its ~~11 as above.
A steel sleeve fits the burner
cad of the
nipple
and a brass bushing.
drilled
centrallx tvith B No. 45 drill. tits into the othe?
end of the nipple where it scre~vs into the
half union. In the absence of a metalttirni!lg
lathe, you can dress the sleeve and
bushing to size on a drillp?ess.
using a file.
Pipe and tubing
unit:
Use ‘s-in.
pipe
for the air supply line and G-in coppe!
tubing
for the gas supply line. Compression tiittings welp used on the tubing
in
the model shown. For these the ends of
the tubing must be Raved carefully
with a
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Home Fire Escape
~Continced
frompage14s)
Of course. thr real value of any alarm
systm,
clepmds WI how efficiently
you’ve
: twined
vour I’ianl~ly IS, we those precious
crtl,a &nut~~s th<a warning gives you. You
-;hoi,ld all kno\v a lew basics about emer;rnry
p:~wwlures.
Wherwer
practical, you
should sleet with upstairs
bedroom doors
shut. By thr rr>ry nature of il two-story
honx’s construction.
its stairway
is a chimttt,v f<~r heat ;md smoke. The dool, pro\-&
a barrier
that can save your life.
If mu awakm
to the alarm and find the
dow‘hot
to the touch-don’t
open if! You
may he felled by the rush of searing gases
that have built up behind
it. It’s always
<vise to have provided
an alternate
escape
wute out the window of principal
upstairs
hedruoms.
You can buy a rope ladder 01’
make one ,,i thr several types detailed
in
PBl‘s June. 1962 issue. But these require
some sprcial
treatment
if you want
to
conceal
that eve),-wady
coil you must
stow inside the escape window.
The ad\.antage
of the folding
ladder shown on
page 145 is that it’s ready for instant use,
yet wmains out-of-the-way
on the outside
of the house. Assemble
it on the ground.
using I-in. strap hinges to attach the 2x4
sides to opposite faces of IO-in.-long
1x4s.
Secure the low-folding
side to the house
wall with lag screws. and provide a screweye to which the raised side can be tied.
Then. should that warning
bell ever sound.
break the tie-cord
for a fast exit.
* l l

Smelting

amIt!
Leaky radiator owners swear by it. And
Mac’s guarantees it. It stops high pressure leaks up to 20 pounds. It stops all
leaks fast. Mac’s Sealer and Stop Leak
mixes with any anti-freeze.
body

tries

too. If some-

to sell you something

less,

tell him to go to..

v

Furnace

(Continued from pqe

MAC’S SUPER GLOSS CO., INC.
LOSan,-etes42. catit.. Cincinnati 26. Ohi”
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be kept a safe distance
from the fulnace.
A sheet-metal
box about 6 in. high and
about 3 ft. square. two-thirds
full of dry
sand. should he located next to the furnace.
The molding flash is set on the sand. The
crucible
is held over the sand box on its
way to the molding
flask for pouring.
With this arrangement
any spilled metal
will be confined
safely.
Surplus
molt,en
metal can he poured into a depression
in
the sand: it should not be left in crucible.
Wear asbestos gloves when handling
the
wucihlr? tongs. It’s a good idea to have an
asbestos apron and to protect the face and
eyes with an appropriate
mask against
possible splattering
of molten metal. When
adjusting
the flame keep your face a safe
distance
from the furnace.
Casehardening:
Place pieces of soft steel
io a crucible, burying
them in fine-pow! &red
bone charcoal or potassium
carbonate. Under high heat, steel absorbs carbon.
Then you brush off scale, reheat cherry
***
wd nnd plunge in cold water.
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